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USING AI
As aTool Not a

Weapon
I never got why anyone would ever feel the need to automate something like

art, but I didn't want to be close minded, and I tried my best to justify its

existence... so far? I'm not impressed. It's being used to harass artists, make

fun of them, and people feed their AI with artists' works without permission,

sometimes targeting a specific artist as well.

Thankfully, there has

been a change recently,

as many people have

been carrying out

lawsuits and suing

those who are profiting

off of it, and companies

have been placing

policies around it.

 

I thought, how could I

use AI art to my

advantage? So, I tried to

generate an AI drawing

to use as reference for

a drawing. However, it

was very difficult to get

a desired image, but I

was happy with my own

results.

(15 second speed-paint of the

drawing QR code)

Grace Qaso

 Here's the product:



 
The ancient world truly had some cruel and evil ways of punishing those

who dared to break the barbaric rules that were set.
 

HERE ARE SOME OF THE WORST PUNISHMENTS OF ANCIENT HISTORY.
 
 
 
 
 

1. Hanged, drawn, and quartered

Decided to break the rules of the

superior beings in 1352? Well that

just might be the last thing you do. If

you were found guilty of treason, you

were tied to a horse and dragged

several miles to the gallows. You then

were hanged (not to death),

disemboweled alive, then tied by each

of your four limbs to four horses

which would begin to walk in different

directions, ripping you apart.

 

 

 

2. Rat Torture

Rats nibbling through your skin, into your

organs, and out the other side of your

body, rat torture was NOT for the

lighthearted. The prisoner is first tied to a

table or chair. Once you have been

strapped in, rats in cage were then placed

and tied to your body. Once assuring that

the rats cannot escape, a fire was then

hovered over the cage to provoke the rats,

eventually leading to worry among the rats,

forcing them to escape by eating you alive.

A BLAST
From the Past

Ancient Punishment

Maria Khabbazeh



 
 

3. Blood Eagle
Have you ever imagined what it was like to be an

eagle? Well, this death penalty certainly gave you a
close resemblance to one, but, in a bloody way.

Back when the Vikings roamed the world, the blood
eagle execution was a famous entertainment to all.

The victim was tied to a flat surface (usually a
table), and had their shirt removed. Then, a blade of

some sort was used to make a deep and long
incision on the victim’s back, eventually being able
to see their ribs. They then would seperate the ribs

from the spine, pulling all the bones out and any
skin outward, creating some sort of ‘wings’. They

then were hung on display for all those to see as a
warning sign to their enemies, and any willing

traitor.
 

Maria Khabbazehcontinued...

 

WHAT DO YOU THINK ABOUT THESE PUNISHMENTS? IMAGINE YOU WERE IN

THIS SITUATION, HOW WOULD YOU REACT? HAVE A SPOOKY DAY!

 

Use the QR code to submit

your vote



With the rising popularity of chess in the beginning of 2023 through social

media, largely due to youtube and twitch videos of famous online chess

players such as Hikaru Nakamura and Levy Rozman (GothamChess), Antonine

College has begun to see an increase in popularity with the popular board

game. This article is to fuel your curiosity for chess and perhaps encourage

you to play. The Antonine Zine Chess Tutorial will go over the very basics of

chess, which will be the way to properly move the pieces and terms that are

mentioned in a professional game of chess.

  

Five Time Chess World Champion

Twitch Streamer for Chess

Youngest Player to be no.1 at 19

years old

MagnusCarlsen 

(Sven Magnus Øen Carlsen)

 

"Lets try this

one, how do

knights move?"

 

THE QUEEN'S
GAMBITYour GO TO

Chess Guide

Carlos Minas

Context

Youtuber and International Master (IM)

Chess Twitch Streamer of the Year

Makes chess accessible for beginners
on his videos

GothamChess (Levy Rozman)

Youtuber and Grand Master (GM)

Key twitch streamer for chess

Number one Rated Blitz Player in the

world

GMHikaru (Hikaru Nakamura)

"We're gonna live

we're gonna laugh,

we're gonna love

we're gonna cry,

mostly cry because

it's chess." 

 

"I don't know

what's going on

I'm just gonna

castle I

don't wanna

think too much."   



You checkmate the enemy king (the king can not move)

Opponents time reaches 0 seconds before you (winning on time)

If  the opponent resigns

 You Can Win a game of chess If:

 

Objective of a Chess Game

In this image taken, if the queen takes

the pawn that is diagonal to her, she

will be able to checkmate the king. The

king will not be able to move without

being eliminated and no other piece will

be able to save the king. The match is

over and white wins. 

Image(s) courtesy of chess.com

How the Pieces Move

 Moves straight forward

 can take a piece that is
diagonally in front of them.

 May move 1 or 2 squares
forward as the opening move.

 Each Pawn is worth 1 point.

8 pawns occupy the front of your
side

Pawn
 

The piece that at looks like a castle
tower.

 It is placed on either side on the bottom
corner, can move straight in any direction.

Worth 5 points.

Has the ability to 'castle' the king

Rook



Adjacent to the rook at the start

 May move in an L shape

 May be moved 2 spaces straight
and 1 square in any direction
adjacent to it.

Only piece able to jump over other
pieces.

Worth 3 points.

 The Knight

 

 May move diagonally in any
direction. 

This piece may also take any piece
that is in its range.

 This piece is worth 3 points.

The Bishop

 May move in any direction

This poses as the biggest
threat to enemy pieces and is
worth 9 points.

The Queen

Arguably the most important piece.

Weakened version of the queen.

May move one square in any direction

Trapping the king means checkmate

The King



Chess Moves:

Move your king and rook in order to retreat your
king to safety

Your king and rook have not moved during the
game

The space between the king and rook is empty

Castling

 As shown in the image, you may castle long way
(queens side) or short way (kings side).

The following criteria must be met before castling:
 

Checks are a type of move that attacks the king
and must be defended. 

Defending the king with another piece to prohibit
piece movement

Taking the attacking piece with king is possible

Taking attacking with another piece

King runs away

Checks

The check may be stopped by:

Rare move in Chess

Pawn goes diagonal to take opposing pawn.

Only allowed if the opposing pawn has moved 2
squares as  opening move.

En passant (Pronounced Ahn Pahsant)

Forks are moves which threaten multiple pieces, making

decisions on what piece to defend more difficult

Commonly done with Knights but is possible with other

pieces

Fork may be averted if forking piece is taken

If one piece is saved, another may be taken as shown in

the image

Forks



1kg Chicken breast fillets
 
Herbs and spices (Listed in recipe steps)
 
Lettuce
 
Mayo
 
Buttermilk
 
Flour
 
Burger Buns

1 Tsp Salt

2 Tsp Paprika

1 Tsp Chilli Powder

1 Tsp Garlic Powder

1/2 Tsp Onion Powder

1/2 Tsp Mustard Powder

1/2 Tsp Ginger Powder

1 Tsp Black Pepper

1 Tsp Thyme

1 Tsp Dried Parsley

1 Tsp White Pepper

1 Tbs Hot Chilli Sauce (Into the butter milk only)  

Here is how to make your own zinger burger at home (recipe makes 2  burgers):

Ingredients:

 
Step 1: Combine the following herbs & spices into a bowl of two cups of flour and also into

a separate butter milk mix:

 

Step 2: Place 1kg of chicken breast fillets into the buttermilk mixture, then the flour

mixture, and repeat once more (double battered the chicken)

Step 3: Fry until golden brown.

Step 4: Place your chicken, lettuce and mayo on the burger bun and enjoy.

KFC
Charbel Chalhoub

From Home



PICASSO'S
Martin Qaso

 
 

Corner

Animated Version

Digital version



 
Sienna Semaan

The meaning behind this is to ask people how they see our earth and

how do they want to see it

PICASSO'S
Corner



NAME: EVA HARIKA

LEADERSHIP POSITION:

MACKILLOP CAPTAIN

FAV SUBJECT: 

LEGAL STUDIES

FAV HOBBY: COOKING &

SHOPPING

NAME: JEZELLE GERGES

LEADERSHIP POSITION: 

PATERSON CAPTAIN

FAV SUBJECT: 

HEALTH & BIOLOGY

FAV HOBBY: SPORTS &

FAMILY TIME

NAME:  CYNTHIA HANNA

LEADERSHIP POSITION: 

MAROUN CAPTIAN

FAV SUBJECT: 

BUSINESS MANAGEMENT

FAV HOBBY: WATCHING

NETFLIX  & SLEEPING



 
NAME: NANCY TAOUK

LEADERSHIP POSITION: 

SCHOOL CAPTAIN

FAV SUBJECT: 

PSYCHOLOGY 

FAV HOBBY: SOCCER &

WATCHING MOVIES 

 

NAME: YASMIN SALEH

LEADERSHIP POSITION: 

PATERSON CAPTAIN

FAV SUBJECT: 

BUSINESS MANAGEMENT

FAV HOBBY: WATCHING

SHOWS & SLEEPING 

 

NAME: LAYAL EL SALEH

LEADERSHIP POSITION: 

MAROUN CAPTAIN

FAV SUBJECT: 

PHYSICAL EDUCATION

FAV HOBBY:  SLEEPING &

CLEANING
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